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About This Game

You are an embedded journalist travelling with a small US Army special forces team as they battle "The Soldiers of Heaven" - a
religious cult in Iraq that tried to start a Muslim Armageddon during the Ashura festival.

This battle with the SOH ended with over 300 deaths : men, women and children. This project is based on a true story that was
covered up... and now you have a chance to try and find the truth.

Armed with a virtual camera you will film your own version of the story as it unfolds in an immersive 3D world. In this build
you can watch a preview in game.

This immersive journalism experience combines live action with 3D animation. It is being built with the Unreal 4 game engine.

What makes this experience unique, useful or innovative:

Virtual reality offers film makers an opportunity to step into their story world and get a 360 degree real time perspective of the
world they are trying to bring to life. This is ideal for previsualization and production planning as the film maker can leverage

the presence that VR offers and look for new shots and camera angles as they walk around their virtual set. What is missing is a
virtual camera that the film maker can use to shoot.

We also think that filming in VR could be a new way to create animated films.

Filmtyme is powered by the Canadian Film Centers Media Lab "Ideaboost" program
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Its cheap its stupid with very few people playing it. But it has its charms few as they maybe it still kills a few hours. 10\10 BEST
GAME EWUR. Being an old adventure game fan, I'm craving for experiences like this in VR. While this is more of a puzzle
room than a full fledged adventure game with a story, it is still a lot of fun and exceptionally well made. The puzzles are nicely
challenging and not too frustrating, although some might make you scratch your head for a while.

Graphics are simple but nice and the feeling of being on a space station is actually there. At least it worked for me. :) It has
taken me a little under two hours to beat, but for the low price that's a good length IMHO.

I've had my VR system for almost 3 years now and I have to say this game ranks highly among the most enjoyable experiences
I've had with it. If you like puzzles and escape rooms then definitely try this out!
. Really not that bad of a Hidden Objet Game. My biggest complaints are how short the game was and that it was made in flash.
I played this in Linux and it did good, the small quirks I experienced I beleive were due to the FOSS ATI drivers rather than the
game itself.

I really liked the zoomable and moveable sceens, that added an extra deminsion to the game play. I hope the second Clockwork
Man is just as good as this one.. the people look like calvin dressing up. Legitimately one of the best point-and-click adventures
I've ever played. TSIOQUE (pronounced something like "Chock,") is a short but thoroughly delightful adventure that just drips
enthusiasm for the oldschool without becoming a punishing slog like some of its spiritual forebears.

The premise is simple: As Princess Tsioque, outwit and escape your stupid goblin captors and overthrow the wizard leading
them. Timing is occasionally tricky and you can --okay *will*-- die, followed by a quick rewind, but you'll find the tools and
magic to see it through. A couple early puzzles break traditional adventure game mechanics without warning -- you have a bit of
magical ability and can trigger some other things to happen in your environment at a distance -- but overall puzzles are fair and
hit that sweet spot of challenge where you'll figure it out just before you're about to tear your hair out. It's especially funny
outwitting the goblins.

Throughout, everything is hand-animated and just oozing care, heart, and a genuine love for adventure gaming. Fans of Kings
Quest will feel right at home, but also appreciate the spirit of good faith the game works in, contrasted against the spirit of
adversarial opposition from older games who made a side-industry out of selling their own walkthrough guides. And while the
tried-and-true adventure tradition of advancing the story by making peoples' lives a living hell is as true here as ever, there's a
clear chain of intentionality driving you from one task to the next. In that respect, it really feels like the work of a veteran
developer.

Anyone who loves classic point-and-clicks or even imagines that they might ought to give TSIOQUE a try. The team here have
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created something really special.. A rather cheap game with poor graphics and gameplay. Basically you run around a large map
collecting gear and weapons as well as supplies to repair and fuel the various vehicles laying around the map. Along with that
you can squad up with other players or just fight everyone and you have to escape the island with briefcases that have been
scattered around the map.

I have to say that both the sprinting and hunger ideas they put into the game suck. The sprinting looks completely unrealistic to
other players that see it and there's not nearly enough food to prevent hunger damage.

The one main thing that kills this game though is the serious lack of players. Most of the time I search for a server there isn't
even one to play on, this game just never "took off" and it's been dead for a long time now.. As you can see on my Play Time, i
like this game really much. It has challenging drive "physics", but it has actually a funny story. If you have the money over for it,
get the game. Especially if it is on sale. Give it a try. :)
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Nosztalgia.. Friend suggested the game, said it was only 2 dollars, so what the heck.

Damn, this is actually a really good game.

I love the console theme and the visuals. The soundtrack fits the game and is good in it's own right. The customization options
are insane, you really can do a different crazy ship every time, tons of ways to change up the gameplay.

As for the negitives, one game enviorment and limited enemy variety. There is also a lot of visual clutter (but I think that's part
of the charm.) It may also be a bit too easy? I was able to escape on my first build.

You can get a lot of mileage with two dollars if you buy this game. Even with my two hours so far, I feel it was worth the
purchase.. Who would've thought that bikinis and breasts can make your memory better?. Kawasaki ZX14R have no turn lights.
just empty holes!
Speed is not real. Stock version of zx14R in real life does more than 300km\/h!
FIX THAT BIKE!. I have 8 gigs of ram, only 10% of it is being used, but it keeps crashing and saying out of ram. Other than
that it is good, but its so unplayable because of the crashing. It normaly happens right when i finish a level.. Still in the early bits
of the game but I'm enjoying the heck out of it so far. Great music and writing. Will update this review when I finish.. Really
liked this game. It's the kind of game that, once you've finished it, you still want to keep playing.
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